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Abstract

We present a human-centric method to sample and syn-

thesize 3D room layouts and 2D images thereof, to obtain

large-scale 2D/3D image data with the perfect per-pixel

ground truth. An attributed spatial And-Or graph (S-AOG)

is proposed to represent indoor scenes. The S-AOG is a

probabilistic grammar model, in which the terminal nodes

are object entities including room, furniture, and supported

objects. Human contexts as contextual relations are en-

coded by Markov Random Fields (MRF) on the terminal

nodes. We learn the distributions from an indoor scene

dataset and sample new layouts using Monte Carlo Markov

Chain. Experiments demonstrate that the proposed method

can robustly sample a large variety of realistic room lay-

outs based on three criteria: (i) visual realism comparing to

a state-of-the-art room arrangement method, (ii) accuracy

of the affordance maps with respect to ground-truth, and

(ii) the functionality and naturalness of synthesized rooms

evaluated by human subjects.

1. Introduction

Traditional methods of 2D/3D image data collection and

ground-truth labeling have evident limitations. i) High-

quality ground truths are hard to obtain, as depth and sur-

face normal obtained from sensors are always noisy. ii) It

is impossible to label certain ground truth information, e.g.,

3D objects sizes in 2D images. iii) Manual labeling of mas-

sive ground-truth is tedious and error-prone even if possible.

To provide training data for modern machine learning al-

gorithms, an approach to generate large-scale, high-quality

data with the perfect per-pixel ground truth is in need.

In this paper, we propose an algorithm to automatically

generate a large-scale 3D indoor scene dataset, from which

we can render 2D images with pixel-wise ground-truth of

the surface normal, depth, and segmentation, etc. The pro-

posed algorithm is useful for tasks including but not lim-

ited to: i) learning and inference for various computer vi-

sion tasks; ii) 3D content generation for 3D modeling and

games; iii) 3D reconstruction and robot mappings prob-

Figure 1: An example of synthesized indoor scene (bed-

room) with affordance heatmap. The joint sampling of a

scene is achieved by alternative sampling of humans and

objects according to the joint probability distribution.

lems; iv) benchmarking of both low-level and high-level

task-planning problems in robotics.

Synthesizing indoor scenes is a non-trivial task. It is of-

ten difficult to properly model either the relations between

furniture of a functional group, or the relations between the

supported objects and the supporting furniture. Specifically,

we argue there are four major difficulties. (i) In a functional

group such as a dining set, the number of pieces may vary.

(ii) Even if we only consider pair-wise relations, there is

already a quadratic number of object-object relations. (iii)

What makes it worse is that most object-object relations are

not obviously meaningful. For example, it is unnecessary

to model the relation between a pen and a monitor, even

though they are both placed on a desk. (iv) Due to the previ-

ous difficulties, an excessive number of constraints are gen-

erated. Many of the constraints contain loops, making the

final layout hard to sample and optimize.

To address these challenges, we propose a human-centric

approach to model indoor scene layout. It integrates human

activities and functional grouping/supporting relations as il-

lustrated in Figure 1. This method not only captures the hu-

man context but also simplifies the scene structure. Specifi-

cally, we use a probabilistic grammar model for images and

scenes [49] – an attributed spatial And-Or graph (S-AOG),
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Figure 2: Scene grammar as an attributed S-AOG. A scene of different types is decomposed into a room, furniture, and

supported objects. Attributes of terminal nodes are internal attributes (sizes), external attributes (positions and orientations),

and a human position that interacts with this entity. Furniture and object nodes are combined by an address terminal node and

a regular terminal node. A furniture node (e.g., a chair) is grouped with another furniture node (e.g., a desk) pointed by its

address terminal node. An object (e.g., a monitor) is supported by the furniture (e.g., a desk) it is pointing to. If the value of

the address node is null, the furniture is not grouped with any furniture, or the object is put on the floor. Contextual relations

are defined between the room and furniture, between a supported object and supporting furniture, among different pieces of

furniture, and among functional groups.

including vertical hierarchy and horizontal contextual rela-

tions. The contextual relations encode functional grouping

relations and supporting relations modeled by object affor-

dances [8]. For each object, we learn the affordance distri-

bution, i.e., an object-human relation, so that a human can

be sampled based on that object. Besides static object af-

fordance, we also consider dynamic human activities in a

scene, constraining the layout by planning trajectories from

one piece of furniture to another.

In Section 2, we define the grammar and its parse graph

which represents an indoor scene. We formulate the proba-

bility of a parse graph in Section 3. The learning algorithm

is described in Section 4. Finally, sampling an indoor scene

is achieved by sampling a parse tree (Section 5) from the

S-AOG according to the prior probability distribution.

This paper makes three major contributions. (i) We

jointly model objects, affordances, and activity planning

for indoor scene configurations. (ii) We provide a general

learning and sampling framework for indoor scene model-

ing. (iii) We demonstrate the effectiveness of this structured

joint sampling by extensive comparative experiments.

1.1. Related Work

3D content generation is one of the largest commu-

nities in the game industry and we refer readers to a re-

cent survey [13] and book [31]. In this paper, we focus

on approaches related to our work using probabilistic in-

ference. Yu [44] and Handa [10] optimize the layout of

rooms given a set of furniture using MCMC, while Tal-

ton [39] and Yeh [43] consider an open world layout using

RJMCMC. These 3D room re-arrangement algorithms op-

timize room layouts based on constraints to generate new

room layouts using a given set of objects. In contrast, the

proposed method is capable of adding or deleting objects

without fixing the number of objects. Some literature fo-

cused on fine-grained room arrangement for specific prob-

lems, e.g., small objects arrangement using user-input ex-

amples [6] and procedural modeling of objects to encourage

volumetric similarity to a target shape [29]. To achieve bet-

ter realism, Merrell [22] introduced an interactive system

providing suggestions following interior design guidelines.

Jiang [17] uses a mixture of conditional random field (CRF)

to model the hidden human context and arrange new small

objects based on existing furniture in a room. However, it

cannot direct sampling/synthesizing an indoor scene, since

the CRF is intrinsically a discriminative model for struc-

tured classification instead of generation.

Synthetic data has been attracting an increasing interest

to augment or even serve as training data for object detec-

tion and correspondence [5, 21, 24, 34, 38, 46, 48], single-

view reconstruction [16], pose estimation [3, 32, 37, 41],

depth prediction [36], semantic segmentation [28], scene

understanding [9, 10, 45], autonomous pedestrians and

crowd [23, 26, 33], VQA [18], training autonomous vehi-

cles [2, 4, 30], human utility learning [42, 50] and bench-

marks [11, 27].

Stochastic grammar model has been used for parsing

the hierarchical structures from images of indoor [20, 47]

and outdoor scenes [20], and images/videos involving hu-

mans [25, 40]. In this paper, instead of using stochastic

grammar for parsing, we forward sample from a grammar

model to generate large variations of indoor scenes.
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2. Representation of Indoor Scenes

We use an attributed S-AOG [49] to represent an indoor

scene. An attributed S-AOG is a probabilistic grammar

model with attributes on the terminal nodes. It combines i) a

probabilistic context free grammar (PCFG), and ii) contex-

tual relations defined on an Markov Random Field (MRF),

i.e., the horizontal links among the nodes. The PCFG

represents the hierarchical decomposition from scenes (top

level) to objects (bottom level) by a set of terminal and

non-terminal nodes, whereas contextual relations encode

the spatial and functional relations through horizontal links.

The structure of S-AOG is shown in Figure 2.

Formally, an S-AOG is defined as a 5-tuple: G=
〈S, V,R, P,E〉, where we use notations S the root node

of the scene grammar, V the vertex set, R the production

rules, P the probability model defined on the attributed S-

AOG, and E the contextual relations represented as hori-

zontal links between nodes in the same layer. 1

Vertex Set V can be decomposed into a finite set of non-

terminal and terminal nodes: V =VNT ∪VT .

• VNT =V And∪V Or∪V Set. The non-terminal nodes

consists of three subsets. i) A set of And-nodes V And, in

which each node represents a decomposition of a larger en-

tity (e.g., a bedroom) into smaller components (e.g., walls,

furniture and supported objects). ii) A set of Or-nodes

V Or, in which each node branches to alternative decom-

positions (e.g., an indoor scene can be a bedroom or a liv-

ing room), enabling the algorithm to reconfigure a scene.

iii) A set of Set nodes V Set, in which each node repre-

sents a nested And-Or relation: a set of Or-nodes serving as

child branches are grouped by an And-node, and each child

branch may include different numbers of objects.

• VT =V r
T ∪V a

T . The terminal nodes consists of two

subsets of nodes: regular nodes and address nodes. i) A

regular terminal node v ∈V r
T represents a spatial entity in

a scene (e.g., an office chair in a bedroom) with attributes.

In this paper, the attributes include internal attributes Aint

of object sizes (w, l, h), external attributes Aext of object

position (x, y, z) and orientation (x−y plane) θ, and sam-

pled human positions Ah. ii) To avoid excessively dense

graphs, an address terminal node v ∈V a
T is introduced to

encode interactions that only occur in a certain context but

are absent in all others [7]. It is a pointer to regular termi-

nal nodes, taking values in the set V r
T ∪{nil}, representing

supporting or grouping relations as shown in Figure 2.

Contextual Relations E among nodes are represented

by the horizontal links in S-AOG forming MRFs on the ter-

minal nodes. To encode the contextual relations, we define

different types of potential functions for different cliques.

The contextual relations E=Ef ∪Eo∪Eg∪Er are divided

1We use the term “vertices” instead of “symbols” (in the traditional

definition of PCFG) to be consistent with the notations in graphical models.
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Figure 3: (a) A simplified example of a parse graph of a bed-

room. The terminal nodes of the parse graph form an MRF

in the terminal layer. Cliques are formed by the contextual

relations projected to the terminal layer. Examples of the

four types of cliques are shown in (b)-(e), representing four

different types of contextual relations.

into four subsets: i) relations among furniture Ef ; ii) rela-

tions between supported objects and their supporting ob-

jects Eo (e.g., a monitor on a desk); iii) relations between

objects of a functional pair Eg (e.g., a chair and a desk); and

iv) relations between furniture and the room Er. Accord-

ingly, the cliques formed in the terminal layer could also be

divided into four subsets: C =Cf ∪Co∪Cg∪Cr. Instead

of directly capturing the object-object relations, we com-

pute the potentials using affordances as a bridge to charac-

terize the object-human-object relations.

A hierarchical parse tree pt is an instantiation of the S-

AOG by selecting a child node for the Or-nodes as well as

determining the state of each child node for the Set-nodes.

A parse graph pg consists of a parse tree pt and a number

of contextual relations E on the parse tree: pg=(pt, Ept).
Figure 3 illustrates a simple example of a parse graph and

four types of cliques formed in the terminal layer.
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3. Probabilistic Formulation of S-AOG

A scene configuration is represented by a parse graph pg,
including objects in the scene and associated attributes. The
prior probability of pg generated by an S-AOG parameter-
ized by Θ is formulated as a Gibbs distribution:

p(pg|Θ)=
1

Z
exp{−E(pg|Θ)} (1)

=
1

Z
exp{−E(pt|Θ)−E(Ept|Θ)}, (2)

where E(pg|Θ) is the energy function of a parse graph,

E(pt|Θ) is the energy function of a parse tree, and E(Ept|Θ)
is the energy term of the contextual relations.

E(pt|Θ) can be further decomposed into the energy func-
tions of different types of non-terminal nodes, and the en-
ergy functions of internal attributes of both regular and ad-
dress terminal nodes:

E(pt|Θ)=
∑

v∈V Or

EOr
Θ (v)+

∑

v∈V Set

ESet
Θ (v)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
non-terminal nodes

+
∑

v∈V r
T

EAin
Θ (v)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
terminal nodes

, (3)

where the choice of the child node of an Or-node v ∈V Or

and the child branch of a Set-node v ∈V Set follow different

multinomial distributions. Since the And-nodes are deter-

ministically expanded, we do not have an energy term for

the And-nodes here. The internal attributes Ain (size) of

terminal nodes follows a non-parametric probability distri-

bution learned by kernel density estimation.
E(Ept|Θ) combines the potentials of the four types of

cliques formed in the terminal layer, integrating human at-
tributes and external attributes of regular terminal nodes:

p(Ept|Θ)=
1

Z
exp{−E(Ept|Θ)} (4)

=
∏

c∈Cf

φf (c)
∏

c∈Co

φo(c)
∏

c∈Cg

φg(c)
∏

c∈Cr

φr(c). (5)

Human Centric Potential Functions:

• Potential function φf (c) is defined on relations be-
tween furniture (Figure 3(b)). The clique c= {fi}∈Cf in-
cludes all the terminal nodes representing furniture:

φf (c)=
1

Z
exp{−λf · 〈

∑

fi 6=fj

lcol(fi, fj), lent(c)〉}, (6)

where λf is a weight vector, < ·, ·> denotes a vec-

tor, and the cost function lcol(fi, fj) is the overlapping

volume of the two pieces of furniture, serving as the

penalty of collision. The cost function lent(c)=−H(Γ)=
Σip(γi) log p(γi) yields better utility of the room space by

sampling human trajectories, where Γ is the set of planned

trajectories in the room, and H(Γ) is the entropy. The tra-

jectory probability map is first obtained by planning a tra-

jectory γi from the center of every piece of furniture to

another one using bi-directional rapidly-exploring random

tree (RRT) [19], which forms a heatmap. The entropy is

computed from the heatmap as shown in Figure 4.

(a) Planned trajectories (b) Probability map

Figure 4: Given a scene configuration, we use bi-directional

RRT to plan from every piece of furniture to another, gen-

erating a human activity probability map.

• Potential function φo(c) is defined on relations be-
tween a supported object and the supporting furniture (Fig-
ure 3(c)). A clique c= {f, a, o}∈Co includes a supported
object terminal node o, the address node a connected to the
object, and the furniture terminal node f pointed by a:

φo(c)=
1

Z
exp{−λo · 〈lhum(f, o), ladd(a)〉}, (7)

where the cost function lhum(f, o) defines the human usabil-
ity cost—a favorable human position should enable an agent
to access or use both the furniture and the object. To com-
pute the usability cost, human positions ho

i are first sampled
based on position, orientation, and the affordance map of
the supported object. Given a piece of furniture, the proba-
bility of the human positions is then computed by:

lhum(f, o)=max
i

p(ho
i |f). (8)

The cost function ladd(a) is the negative log probability of

an address node v ∈V a
T , treated as a certain regular terminal

node, following a multinomial distribution.
• Potential function φg(c) is defined on functional

grouping relations between furniture (Figure 3(d)). A clique
c= {fi, a, fj}∈Cg consists of terminal nodes of a core
functional furniture fi, pointed by the address node a of
an associated furniture fj . The grouping relation potential
is defined similarly to the supporting relation potential

φg(c)=
1

Z
exp{−λc · 〈lhum(fi, fj), ladd(a)〉}. (9)

Other Potential Functions:

• Potential function φr(c) is defined on relations be-
tween the room and furniture (Figure 3(e)). A clique c=
{f, r}∈Cr includes a terminal node f and r representing a
piece of furniture and a room, respectively. The potential is
defined as

φr(c)=
1

Z
exp{−λr · 〈ldis(f, r), lori(f, r)〉}, (10)

where the distance cost function is defined as ldis(f, r)=
− log p(d|Θ), in which d∼ lnN (µ, σ2) is the distance be-

tween the furniture and the nearest wall modeled by a log
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normal distribution. The orientation cost function is defined

as lori(f, r)=− log p(θ|Θ), where θ∼ p(µ, κ)= eκ cos(x−µ)

2πI0(κ)

is the relative orientation between the model and the nearest

wall modeled by a von Mises distribution.

4. Learning S-AOG

We use the SUNCG dataset [35] as training data. It con-

tains over 45K different scenes with manually created re-

alistic room and furniture layouts. We collect the statis-

tics of room types, room sizes, furniture occurrences, furni-

ture sizes, relative distances, orientations between furniture

and walls, furniture affordance, grouping occurrences, and

supporting relations. The parameters Θ of the probability

model P can be learned in a supervised way by maximum

likelihood estimation (MLE).
Weights of Loss Functions: Recall that the probability

distribution of cliques formed in the terminal layer is

p(Ept |Θ)=
1

Z
exp{−E(Ept |Θ)} (11)

=
1

Z
exp{−〈λ, l(Ept)〉}, (12)

where λ is the weight vector and l(Ept) is the loss vector

given by four different types of potential functions.
To learn the weight vector, the standard MLE maximizes

the average log-likelihood:

L(Ept |Θ)=−
1

N

N∑

n=1

〈λ, l(Eptn )〉− logZ. (13)

This is usually maximized by following the gradient:

∂L(Ept |Θ)

∂λ
=−

1

N

N∑

n=1

l(Eptn )−
∂ logZ

∂λ
(14)

=−
1

N

N∑

n=1

l(Eptn )−
∂ log

∑
pt exp{−〈λ, l(Ept)〉}

∂λ
(15)

=−
1

N

N∑

n=1

l(Eptn )+
∑

pt

1

Z
exp{−〈λ, l(Ept)〉}l(Ept) (16)

=−
1

N

N∑

n=1

l(Eptn )+
1

Ñ

Ñ∑

ñ=1

l(Eptñ
), (17)

where {Eptñ}ñ=1,··· ,Ñ is the set of synthesized examples

from the current model.
It is usually computationally infeasible to sample a

Markov chain that burns into an equilibrium distribution at
every iteration of gradient ascent. Hence, instead of waiting
for the Markov chain to converge, we adopt the contrastive
divergence (CD) learning that follows the gradient of differ-
ence of two divergences [14]

CDÑ =KL(p0||p∞)−KL(pñ||p∞), (18)

where KL(p0||p∞) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence be-

tween the data distribution p0 and the model distribution

p∞, and pñ is the distribution obtained by a Markov chain

started at the data distribution and run for a small number ñ
of steps. In this paper, we set ñ=1.

Contrastive divergence learning has been applied effec-
tively to addressing various problems; one of the most no-
table work is in the context of Restricted Boltzmann Ma-
chines [15]. Both theoretical and empirical evidences shows
its efficiency while keeping bias typically very small [1].
The gradient of the contrastive divergence is given by

∂CDÑ

∂λ
=

1

N

N∑

n=1

l(Eptn )−
1

Ñ

Ñ∑

ñ=1

l(Eptñ
) (19)

−
∂pñ

∂λ

∂KL(pñ||p∞)

∂pñ
.

Extensive simulations [14] showed that the third term can

be safely ignored since it is small and seldom opposes the

resultant of the other two terms.
Finally, the weight vector is learned by gradient descent

computed by generating a small number Ñ of examples
from the Markov chain

λt+1 =λt−ηt
∂CDÑ

∂λ
(20)

=λt+ηt


 1

Ñ

Ñ∑

ñ=1

l(Eptñ
)−

1

N

N∑

n=1

l(Eptn )


 . (21)

Branching Probabilities: The MLE of the branch

probabilities ρi of Or-nodes, Set-nodes and address ter-

minal nodes is simply the frequency of each alternative

choice [49]: ρi =#(v→ui)/
n(v)∑
j=1

#(v→uj).

Grouping Relations: The grouping relations are hand-

defined (i.e., nightstands are associated with beds, chairs are

associated with desks and tables). The probability of occur-

rence is learned as a multinomial distribution, and the sup-

porting relations are automatically extracted from SUNCG.

Room Size and Object Sizes: The distribution of the

room size and object size among all the furniture and sup-

ported objects is learned as a non-parametric distribution.

We first extract the size information from the 3D models

inside SUNCG dataset, and then fit a non-parametric distri-

bution using kernel density estimation. The distances and

relative orientations of the furniture and objects to the near-

est wall are computed and fitted into a log normal and a

mixture of von Mises distributions, respectively.

Affordances: We learn the affordance maps of all the

furniture and supported objects by computing the heatmap

of possible human positions. These position include an-

notated humans, and we assume that the center of chairs,

sofas, and beds are positions that humans often visit. By

accumulating the relative positions, we get reasonable af-

fordance maps as non-parametric distributions as shown in

Figure 5.
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(a) desk (b) coffee table (c) dining table (d) books (e) laptop (f) nightstand

(g) fruit bowl (h) vase (i) floor lamp (j) wall lamp (k) fireplace (l) ceiling fan

Figure 5: Examples of the learned affordance maps. Given the object positioned in the center facing upwards, i.e., coordinate

of (0, 0) facing direction (0, 1), the maps show the distributions of human positions. The affordance maps accurately capture

the subtle differences among desks, coffee tables, and dining tables. Some objects are orientation sensitive, e.g., books,

laptops, and night stands, while some are orientation invariant, e.g., fruit bowls and vases.

Figure 6: MCMC sampling process (from left to right) of scene configurations with simulated annealing.

5. Synthesizing Scene Configurations

Synthesizing scene configurations is accomplished by

sampling a parse graph pg from the prior probability

p(pg|Θ) defined by the S-AOG. The structure of a parse tree

pt (i.e., the selection of Or-nodes and child branches of Set-

nodes) and the internal attributes (sizes) of objects can be

easily sampled from the closed-form distributions or non-

parametric distributions. However, the external attributes

(positions and orientations) of objects are constrained by

multiple potential functions, hence they are too complicated

to be directly sampled from. Here, we utilize a Markov

chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler to draw a typical state

in the distribution. The process of each sampling can be

divided into two major steps:

1. Directly sample the structure of pt and internal at-

tributes Ain: (i) sample the child node for the Or-nodes; (ii)

determine the state of each child branch of the Set-nodes;

and (iii) for each regular terminal node, sample the sizes

and human positions from learned distributions.

2. Use an MCMC scheme to sample the values of ad-

dress nodes V a and external attributes Aex by making pro-

posal moves. A sample will be chosen after the Markov

chain converges.

We design two simple types of Markov chain dynamics

which are used at random with probabilities qi, i=1, 2 to

make proposal moves:

• Dynamics q1: translation of objects. This dynamic

chooses a regular terminal node, and samples a new posi-

tion based on the current position x: x→x+δx, where δx
follows a bivariate normal distribution.

• Dynamics q2: rotation of objects. This dynamic

chooses a regular terminal node, and samples a new ori-

entation based on the current orientation of the object: θ→
θ+δθ, where δθ follows a normal distribution.

Adopting the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, the pro-
posed new parse graph pg′ is accepted according to the fol-
lowing acceptance probability:

α(pg′|pg,Θ)=min(1,
p(pg′|Θ)p(pg|pg′)

p(pg|Θ)p(pg′|pg)
) (22)

=min(1, exp(E(pg|Θ)−E(pg′|Θ))), (23)

where the proposal probability rate is canceled since the

proposal moves are symmetric in probability. A simulated

annealing scheme is adopted to obtain samples with high

probability as shown in Figure 6.
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(a) bathroom (b) bedroom (c) dining room (d) garage (e) guest room

(f) gym (g) kitchen (h) living room (i) office (j) storage

Figure 7: Examples of scenes in ten different categories. Top: top-view. Middle: a side-view. Bottom: affordance heatmap.

6. Experiments

We design three experiments based on different criteria:

i) visual similarity to manually constructed scenes, ii) the

accuracy of affordance maps for the synthesized scenes,

and iii) functionalities and naturalness of the synthesized

scenes. The first experiment compares our method with a

state-of-the-art room arrangement method; the second ex-

periment measures the synthesized affordances; the third

one is an ablation study. Overall, the experiments show that

our algorithm can robustly sample a large variety of realistic

scenes that exhibits naturalness and functionality.

Layout Classification. To quantitatively evaluate the vi-

sual realism, we trained a classifier on the top-view seg-

mentation maps of synthesized scenes and SUNCG scenes.

Table 1: Classification results on segmentation maps of syn-

thesized scenes using different methods vs. SUNCG.

Method Yu et al. [44] SUNCG Perturbed Ours

Accuracy(%) ↓ 87.49 63.69 76.18

(a) SUNCG Perturbed (b) Yu et al. [44] (c) Ours

Figure 8: Top-view segmentation maps for classification.

Specifically, we train a ResNet-152 [12] to classify top view

layout segmentation maps (synthesized vs. SUNCG). Ex-

amples of top-view segmentation maps are shown in Fig-

ure 8. The reason to use segmentation maps is that we

want to evaluate the room layout excluding rendering fac-

tors such as object materials. We use two methods for

comparison: i) a state-of-the-art furniture arrangement op-

timization method proposed by Yu et al. [44], and ii) slight

perturbation of SUNCG scenes by adding small Gaussian

noise (e.g. µ=0, σ=0.1) to the layout. The room arrange-

ment algorithm proposed by [44] takes one pre-fixed input

room and re-organizes the room. 1500 scenes are randomly
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Table 2: Comparison between affordance maps computed from our samples and real data

Metric Bathroom Bedroom Dining Room Garage Guest Room Gym Kitchen Living Room Office Storage

Total variation 0.431 0.202 0.387 0.237 0.175 0.278 0.227 0.117 0.303 0.708

Hellinger distance 0.453 0.252 0.442 0.284 0.212 0.294 0.251 0.158 0.318 0.703

Table 3: Human subjects’ ratings (1-5) of the sampled layouts based on functionality (top) and naturalness (bottom)

Method Bathroom Bedroom Dining Room Garage Guest Room Gym Kitchen Living Room Office Storage

no-context 1.12 ± 0.33 1.25 ± 0.43 1.38 ± 0.48 1.75 ± 0.66 1.50 ± 0.50 3.75 ± 0.97 2.38 ± 0.48 1.50 ± 0.87 1.62 ± 0.48 1.75 ± 0.43

object 3.12 ± 0.60 3.62 ± 1.22 2.50 ± 0.71 3.50 ± 0.71 2.25 ± 0.97 3.62 ± 0.70 3.62 ± 0.70 3.12 ± 0.78 1.62 ± 0.48 4.00 ± 0.71

Yu et al. [44] 3.61 ± 0.52 4.15 ± 0.25 3.15 ± 0.40 3.59 ± 0.51 2.58 ± 0.31 2.03 ± 0.56 3.91 ± 0.98 4.62 ± 0.21 3.32 ± 0.81 2.58 ± 0.64

ours 4.58 ± 0.86 4.67 ± 0.90 3.33 ± 0.90 3.96 ± 0.79 3.25 ± 1.36 4.04 ± 0.79 4.21 ± 0.87 4.58 ± 0.86 3.67 ± 0.75 4.79 ± 0.58

no-context 1.00 ± 0.00 1.00 ± 0.00 1.12 ± 0.33 1.38 ± 0.70 1.12 ± 0.33 1.62 ± 0.86 1.00 ± 0.00 1.25 ± 0.43 1.12 ± 0.33 1.00 ± 0.00

object 2.88 ± 0.78 3.12 ± 1.17 2.38 ± 0.86 3.00 ± 0.71 2.50 ± 0.50 3.38 ± 0.86 3.25 ± 0.66 2.50 ± 0.50 1.25 ± 0.43 3.75 ± 0.66

Yu et al. [44] 4.00 ± 0.52 3.85 ± 0.92 3.27 ± 1.01 2.99 ± 0.25 3.52 ± 0.93 2.14 ± 0.63 3.89 ± 0.90 3.31 ± 0.29 2.77 ± 0.67 2.96 ± 0.41

ours 4.21 ± 0.71 4.25 ± 0.66 3.08 ± 0.70 3.71 ± 0.68 3.83 ± 0.80 4.17 ± 0.75 4.38 ± 0.56 3.42 ± 0.70 3.25 ± 0.72 4.54 ± 0.71

Figure 9: Top: previous methods [44] only re-arranges a

given input scene with a fixed room size and a predefined

set of objects. Bottom: our method samples a large variety

of scenes.

selected for each method and SUNCG: 800 for training, 200

for validation, and 500 for testing. As shown in Table 1, the

classifier successfully distinguishes Yu et al. vs. SUNCG

with an accuracy of 87.49%. Our method achieves a bet-

ter performance of 76.18%, exhibiting a higher realism and

larger variety. This result indicates our method is much

more visually similar to real scenes than the comparative

scene optimization method. Qualitative comparisons of Yu

et al. and our method are shown in Figure 9.

Affordance Maps Comparison. We sample 500 rooms of

10 different scene categories summarized in Table 2. For

each type of room, we compute the affordance maps of the

objects in the synthesized samples, and calculate both the

total variation distances and Hellinger distances between

the affordance maps computed from the synthesized sam-

ples and the SUNCG dataset. The two distributions are sim-

ilar if the distance is close to 0. Most sampled scenes using

the proposed method show similar affordance distributions

to manually created ones from SUNCG. Some scene types

(e.g. Storage) show a larger distance since they do not ex-

hibit clear affordances. Overall, the results indicate that af-

fordance maps computed from the synthesized scenes are

reasonably close to the ones computed from manually con-

structed scenes by artists.

Functionality and naturalness. Three methods are used

for comparison: (i) direct sampling of rooms according to

the statistics of furniture occurrence without adding con-

textual relation, (ii) an approach that only models object-

wise relations by removing the human constraints in our

model, and (iii) the algorithm proposed by Yu et al. [44].

We showed the sampled layouts using three methods to 4

human subjects. Subjects were told the room category in

advance, and instructed to rate given scene layouts with-

out knowing the method used to generate the layouts. For

each of the 10 room categories, 24 samples were randomly

selected using our method and [44], and 8 samples were

selected using both the object-wise modeling method and

the random generation. The subjects evaluated the layouts

based on two criteria: (i) functionality of the rooms, e.g.,

can the “bedroom” satisfies a human’s needs for daily life;

and (ii) the naturalness and realism of the layout. Scales

of responses range from 1 to 5, with 5 indicating perfect

functionalilty or perfect naturalness and realism. The mean

ratings and the standard deviations are summarized in Ta-

ble 3. Our approach outperforms the three methods in both

criteria, demonstrating the ability to sample a functionally

reasonable and realistic scene layout. More qualitative re-

sults are shown in Figure 7.

Complexity of synthesis. The time complexity is hard to

measure since MCMC sampling is adopted. Empirically,

it takes about 20-40 minutes to sample an interior layout

(20000 iterations of MCMC), and roughly 12-20 minutes

to render a 640×480 image on a normal PC. The rendering

speed depends on settings related to illumination, environ-

ments, and the size of the scene, etc.

7. Conclusion

We propose a novel general framework for human-

centric indoor scene synthesis by sampling from a spatial

And-Or graph. The experimental results demonstrate the

effectiveness of our approach over a large variety of scenes

based on different criteria. In the future, to synthesize phys-

ically plausible scenes, a physics engine should be inte-

grated. We hope the synthesized data can contribute to the

broad AI community.
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